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Agenda at a glance: Automation
K.Sight CLASS:
Reimagining your
warehouse using
3D Simulation

The Product Manager for the CLASS solution will walk through the applications for
CLASS, a demo of the new features including the 3D simulation, value proposition and the
roadmap.

Introduction to
Körber Supply
Chain Automation

Körber Supply Chain Automation designs, delivers and services automated systems
including material handling systems. The CSO gives an overview.

KSC AMR update

Körber Supply Chain has made great strides over the past year in its Autonomous
Mobile Robotics business area. This session will dig into what we have been doing at KSC
Robotics and what our customers can expect over the coming year.

Sponsor session:
Twinlode
Automation

Twinlode Automation will provide examples on how they can add value to your business
from conventional systems to mid level automation to full scale automated systems.

Customer Success
Story: Arizona
Beverages. A
new dimension
of operational
functionality
and insight into
accurate inventory.

Arizona Beverages has implemented Körber software into raw material production
process and into three manual warehouses. The team of Arizona Beverage will elaborate
on this and will also highlight the impending go live of the state-of-the-art ASRS in a new
warehouse facility.

Conquering cold
chain complexity
with AMR - case
study of Galipo
Foods AMR
deployment in the
chiller

To effectively shake up the logistics industry, Galipo Foods decided to be the first to
deploy Autonomous Mobile Robots (AMR) in a temperature-controlled food service
environment. The project represented a brave new frontier in the use of AMR technology.

Automated storage
& retrieval systems
for pallets

This session is intended to give an overview of the different concepts that Körber can
offer for pallet ASRS systems and the latest developments here. Typical references sites
in FMCG and Cold Chain will be explained.
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Automated
palletizing systems

End of line palletizing systems are getting more complex. This session shows how Körber
implements high-speed, highly flexible, digitally driven palletizers including all required
surrounding equipment.

Round table:
automation

This session will feature a panel of customers sharing their use of the solution to support
eCommerce business activity with Automation.

Customer success
story: Cardinal
Tissue. Innovation
in the tissue industry

Cardinal Tissue was founded only a few years ago and opened a brand new and modern
facility in 2018. The founder Vince Reese will show his facility, will give his view on
modernizing this industry and will explain why he chose a technology focused partner
(Körber).

K.Sight CLASS:
Reimagining your
warehouse using
3D Simulation

The Product Manager for the CLASS solution will walk through the applications for
CLASS, a demo of the new features including the 3D simulation, value proposition and the
roadmap.

Layer picking
solutions

Automated Layer Picking Solutions are more and more common in FMCG and Cold
Chain as their retail customers demand smaller than full pallet quantities. Körber's VP of
Solution Design shows the potential and some typical applications

WCS and PLC
automation
concepts

Automated material handling systems need a Warehouse Control System and (PLC)
Automation systems. Körber's VP Global Technology and Support gives an overview of the
Körber offering, also for North America.

Combining
autonomous
mobile robots with
other automation

The use of AMR’s is growing, and these solutions have their advantages. At the same time
other high-performance/high-density automation solution still have their sweet spot.
Körber’s VP of Solution Design will show the where each solution fit’s best and explores
how these technologies can be combined to create new and even more attractive
solutions. One and One can really be three in this case!

If you have any questions regarding Elevate 2021, please
contact Tracy Reedy at tracy.reedy@koerber-supplychain.com.
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